
Psychological 
Safety

is a climate where people feel
safe enough to take

interpersonal risks by
speaking up and sharing

concerns, questions, or ideas.

an atmosphere  either draws out or
shuts down the creative impulse to

challenge. A compelling company
purpose combined with caring

leadership motivates people to go the
extra mile to do what’s needed to

ensure safe work practices and
employee dignity.

Inclusion in it’s purest sense, nothing
more than species-based acceptance.
It is creating a speak up culture – the

back-and-forth exchanges people
have at work – from volunteering a

concern in a meeting to giving
feedback to a colleague.

When learner safety exists, the leader
creates a learning process with low social
friction and low emotional expense. That
requires levels of respect and permission
that go beyond inclusion safety because

the learning process itself introduces
more risk, more vulnerability, and more

potential exposure to social and emotional
harm.

Autonomy in exchange for
performance. Empower you to

deliver results. Leadership that
creates an environment that

values employees, yields benefits
in engagement, problem-solving,

and performance.

I'll do
that!

FROM AN EPIDEMIC
OF SILENCE TO
UNLEASHED TALENT
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an atmosphere either draws out or
shuts down the creative impulse to

challenge. A compelling company
purpose combined with caring

leadership will motivate people to go
the extra mile to accomplish what’s

necessary to ensure safe work
practices and employee dignity.

Inclusion in it’s purest sense, nothing
more than species-based acceptance.
It is creating a speak-up culture; the

back-and-forth exchanges people
have at work; from volunteering a

concern in a meeting, to giving
feedback to a colleague.

Learner safety exists when the leader
creates a learning process with low social

friction and low emotional expense. this
process requires levels of respect and

permission that go beyond inclusion
safety. This is because the learning process

itself introduces more risk, more
vulnerability, and more potential

exposure to social and emotional harm.

Autonomy in exchange for
performance will empower you to

deliver results. Leadership that
creates an environment that

values employees, yields benefits
in engagement, problem-solving,
and performance is required to

accomplish this step.

I'll help
you!

Any

questions?

I don't agree
with the

direction!


